This book, with its intriguing title, touches on many interesting topics: evolution, anthropology, prehistory, religion, shamanism, and schizophrenia. Joseph Polimeni is an academic psychiatrist from the University of Manitoba and he is preoccupied with all these domains of knowledge. He has read about them, he has thought deeply about them, and he has often before written about them. In this book, he tries to bring it all together into a coherent whole. In this he has not been successful, but that is hardly surprising; the topics are too large and too unwieldy. They do not readily integrate.
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The book has as its starting point the well-known quote from Theo Dobzhansky, whom I met when he was a professor at New York's Rockefeller University from 1962 to 1970: "Nothing in biology makes sense, except in the light of evolution." p 14 This means that the way we are ("we" referring to all living creatures) must have served a purpose at some point in the distant past because, otherwise, the forces of evolution would have eliminated the bits that were "de trop." That is why generations of psychiatrists have been intrigued by the schizophrenia paradox-why has an illness that is detrimental to survival persisted over the millennia, especially as it starts young so that those who succumb to it have few, relatively speaking, offspring? Why have the genes that contribute to schizophrenia not died out, fallen by the wayside, overrun by mania genes, for instance, those that invite promiscuity and prolificacy?
There are many potential, if partial, answers to the paradox: schizophrenia is not primarily a genetic disease; schizophrenia is a new disease, less than 200 years old, and therefore evolution has not had time to work its magic; schizophrenia only starts early in men, women have time to procreate before they become incapacitated; schizophrenia may have had a late onset once upon a time; schizophrenia may have been a milder condition once upon a time; because of arranged marriages in olden days, the advent of serious psychiatric illness did not, back then, interfere with courtship and marriage and offspring. Conditions were so different in prehistoric days that men who suffered from schizophrenia may have had more, rather than less, chance to procreate. They may have been seen as too delicate to join the hunt and stayed home, instead, with the women, to forage and gather. Propinquity may have consequently worked its magic. It is fun to speculate. Some have wondered whether schizophrenia is a disguised gift, a form of creativity. Inventiveness and ingenuity are valuable to animals and may have helped homosapiens survive and conquer. Dr Polimeni's answer to the schizophrenia paradox is that the genes that culminate in what we know today as schizophrenia are the same genes that produced the shamans of primitive societies and that shamanism (with it the powers of divination, of healing, and of overseeing rites of passage) was valuable to society and, therefore, communities with shamans fared better in the race for survival than those without. Shamans and religion go together so that the author also connects religion to schizophrenia, both of which have inexplicably survived all the masses of recombinations that should have wiped them out. Dr Polimeni adduces various explanations and proofs for his theory, none of which are, to me, very satisfying. This subject is clearly not one that will ever attain closure and the reader will probably prefer to form his or her own theories on the topic.
Dissociative Disorder
The It is perhaps somewhat ironic to give a book on dissociative identity disorder (DID) a dual rating. I agreed to review this book because of the title, which I assumed offered a contemporary perspective on the diagnosis and treatment of DID. As a psychiatrist who is familiar with treating such patients and at the same time aware of the skeptics of this diagnosis, I hoped that a book published in 2013 would offer a balanced and useful guide for new therapists who would like to make up their own minds about whether this was a condition of which they could understand the complexities involved and consider accepting such patients in therapy.
